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The textile industry uses the electrochemical techniques both in textile processes (such as manufacturing fibers, dyeing processes,
and decolorizing fabrics) and in wastewaters treatments (color removal). Electrochemical reduction reactions are mostly used
in sulfur and vat dyeing, but in some cases, they are applied to effluents discoloration. However, the main applications of
electrochemical treatments in the textile sector are based on oxidation reactions. Most of electrochemical oxidation processes
involve indirect reactions which imply the generation of hypochlorite or hydroxyl radical in situ. These electrogenerated species
are able to bleach indigo-dyed denim fabrics and to degrade dyes in wastewater in order to achieve the effluent color removal. The
aim of this paper is to review the electrochemical techniques applied to textile industry. In particular, they are an efficient method
to remove color of textile effluents. The reuse of the discolored effluent is possible, which implies an important saving of salt and
water (i.e., by means of the “UVEC Cell”).

1. Introduction

Traditionally, the electrochemical techniques have been used
for the synthesis of compounds or for metal recovery
treatments. But more recently, a wide range of other
applications have been proposed. Some of them are proposed
to solve several technical problems of the textile industry.
This is the case of a recent application to produce smart
textiles [1–28] by obtaining functionalized fabrics. These
textiles with specific properties are prepared by using the
electrochemistry in the synthesis of conductive polymers,
especially conductive fibers.

Another interesting use of the electrochemical techniques
is the bleaching of cotton fibers [29] and the bleaching of
finished denim fabrics [30–37]. In order to achieve the visual
effect in jeans, the generation in situ of hypochlorite by
electrochemical reaction has been proposed, instead of its
addition.

Their application in sulfur- and vat-dyeing processes
[38–61] is also interesting. In this case, dyes are reduced
by means of an electrochemical reaction (instead of sodium

dithionite). In this way, sulfur and vat dyeing become cleaner
processes as the addition of chemical reagents is not required.

Although the electrochemical methods play an important
role in the different textile processes listed above, their wider
range of applications are related to color removal in wastew-
ater treatments [62–115], in particular, in the degradation
of nonbiodegradable dyes (such as reactive dyes). This kind
of dyes requires additional treatments to obtain uncolored
effluents. In general, the electrochemical methods are cleaner
than physicochemical and membrane technologies (the
current methods for color removal) because they use the
electron as unique reagent and they do not produce solid
residues.

The objective of this paper is to review the main
applications of electrochemical techniques in textile industry
(production processes and wastewater treatments). Nowa-
days, there are only few applications at industrial scale as
most of electrochemical treatments are still being studied
at laboratory scale. Therefore, it is convenient to encourage
the research on new applications of these techniques because
they provide some important benefits. As far as we know,
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this is the first review article dealing with the use of
the electrochemical methods in the textile industry. Other
authors have discussed these techniques focused on the
wastewater decoloration treatments [71–73, 75, 76], or even
specifically focused on heterogeneous catalysis method [62],
but the review of the different electrochemical applications
in the whole textile sector has not been considered.

2. The Electrochemistry in
the Textile Production Processes

2.1. Textile Process. The textile industry is a very important
sector because textile materials are used in many different
ways: wearing clothes which change every season following
the new tendencies or technical fabrics (waterproof, medical
textiles, etc.) which are extended to new areas of application
with some different functions. Textile development normally
aimed in how it can enhance the comfort to the users.

Figure 1 summarizes the textile process which starts with
fibers (which can be natural, that is, silk or cotton, or
synthetic such as polyester). Then the fibers preparation
process is carried out, where the fibers are treated to be spuin
(as carding process for wool fibers, or bleaching process for
cotton fibers). The spinning process transforms the fibers
into yarns, followed by the weaving of those yarns. After that,
a finishing process is applied. It is based on giving color to
the fabric by means of dyeing or printing processes and on
other processes such us softening or bleaching denim fabrics
to obtain the degraded visual effect. The dyeing process
produces highly colored effluents, which have to be treated
and then, they could be reused in a new dyeing process, as
it is shown in Figure 2. The next step is the clothing process
and finally the textile commercial product is obtained.

2.2. Functionalization of Synthetic Textile Fibers to Obtain
“Smart Textiles”. Smart textiles are those which can note
external stimuli and produce a controlled effect to these
stimuli. The basis to obtain these materials is on the fibers
preparation, where the electrochemistry is applied to obtain
functionalized synthetic fibers, such as conductive polymers
[1].

Table 1 summarizes some relevant papers about the
synthesis of conductive fibers. The references are classified
according to the aim of the electrochemical process:

Manufacturing of the polymers. An electrochemical method
is applied to obtain a stable conducing material as product.
Depending on the character of the monomers, the reaction
could be a polymerization (same monomer) or copolymer-
ization (different monomers).

Grafting. This process is based on the modification of the
fibers by inserting different organic compounds using an
electrochemical reaction.

Superficial Treatment. A complex reaction between a metal
(M+) and the chemical structure of the fiber takes place
(this process is mainly used with metals). The first step is an

approximation of the metal to the fibrous surface, and then
an electrochemical reaction (mainly reduction) gives fibers
with conductive properties.

As indicated, smart textiles can react to environmental
stimulus or mechanical forces which produce an electrical
impulse that goes through the fiber. The response to this
stimulus will be different depending on its function [21].
Examples of these applications are:

(i) Clothing and home indoors, where the stimulus
reaction is a change on the aesthetics of the textiles,
that is color, texture, shape, and so forth.

(ii) Computer, electronic, and communication systems,
where the textiles can transfer data to the body or to
entertainment products.

Nowadays, these conductive polymers are used mostly
as electrodes in fuel cells and batteries. Carbon fibers and
nanofibers are the most common materials (references listed
in Table 2).

Lopes et al. [28] compared three different anode mate-
rials: iron, conducting polymer (Polypyrrole- (Ppy- ) doped
with chromium in wool textile), and boron doped diamond
(BDD) electrode applied to degradation of a direct dye
(Direct Red 80). With all of them, 99% of dye degradation
was obtained, but BDD electrode also achieved 87% of
COD removal instead of 45–50% achieved with the other
electrodes (namely, iron and Ppy).

The functionalization of synthetic textile fibers to obtain
smart textiles is a priority research area of national and
European projects calls due to its interest in the energetic
sector. However, it has not been widely considered in this
section because it is mainly studied from the point of view of
material science. This paper is mainly focused on the textile
mill production processes.

2.3. Fibers Preparation: Bleaching of Cotton Fibers. Cotton
bleaching takes place after the scouring process with the
aim of destroying the natural raw color of this fiber. The
most common reactive to provide whiteness to cotton is
hydrogen peroxide. Chong and chu [29] reported the use of
electrochemical techniques to generate in situ this oxidant
required for cotton bleaching by the electrolysis of oxygen
in the presence of an alkaline electrolyte. This electrolyte
proceeds from the scouring process. They propose the use of
the electrolysis process in a combined scouring and bleaching
process, and they concluded that the whiteness obtained in
the combined method is comparable to that obtained with
conventional methods.

2.4. Bleaching of Denim Fabrics. Although the electrochem-
ical techniques have been applied to bleach raw fibers,
their main application in bleaching field is the discoloration
of indigo–denim-dyed fabrics. An important step in the
processing of indigo-dyed textiles is the finishing of the
garment to obtain the required visual effect (as age-worn).
The removal or destruction of part of indigo requires a
combination of mechanical agitation and chemical attack,
mainly with oxidizing agents.
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Figure 1: Textile process.

Table 1: Summary of methods to obtain conductive materials.

Method Subject Reference

Copolymerization Amines [2–4]

Copolymerization PSPMS and polypyrrole [5]

Copolymerization Thiophenes [6–9]

Copolymerization Polypyrrole and polyaniline in polyester textiles [10]

Polymerization Benzene + pyridine compounds [11]

Polymerization Pyrrole on polyester textiles [12]

Grafting Cotton + methyl metacrylate [13]

Grafting Rayon viscose + vinyl acetate [14]

Grafting Natural fibers [15]

Grafting Rayon viscose with different electrodes [16]

Superficial treatment General proceeding [17]

Superficial treatment Polyacrylonitril + Ni [18]

Superficial treatment Polypyrrole [19]

Superficial treatment Ion-exchanger fibers with Cu [20]

Dyeing
process:
coloured
effluents

Decolouration
treatment

Conventional
treatment

plant

Effluent
reutilization

Figure 2: Dyeing effluent treatment and optional reuse.

Table 2: Materials and application of textiles and related conductive
polymers.

Material Application Reference

Carbon fibers Fuel cells [22]

Carbon fibers Fuel cells [23]

Carbon fibers Semifuel cells [24]

Carbon nanofibers Lithium batteries [25]

Carbon nanotubes Double layer capacitors [26]

Carbon fibers Lithium batteries [27]

The most useful oxidant for bleaching indigo denims
is hypochlorite. The conventional method to obtain the

decolorized effect of these denims is based on the addition
of this chemical reagent to the dye bath, but recently the
generation in situ of the hypochlorite by an electrochemical
oxidation is becoming a more attractive method, because it
offers several advantages with respect to the conventional
method [30]:

(i) Improvement in the process control and consistency,

(ii) Lower-process costs due to the production of more
regular shades, the possibility of bleaching bath
regeneration and the lower amount of effluent gen-
erated.

The addition of other chemical products or its presence
in the solution, such as bromide, can increase the bleach-
ing effect because of the stronger oxidants formation (as
hypobromite [31–33]) but this could affect the shade bleach
[34]. The same authors in a previous study [35] noted
that electrochemical method showed more intensive bleach
effects than the classical one and described in their paper that
the electrochemical bleaching was due to both oxidation and
reduction processes.

Bechtold et al. [36] attempted to bleach denim indigo
fabrics using BDD electrodes and peroxodisulfate as oxidant
(coming from sodium sulfate oxidation) and the results
showed that this method was not effective enough for indigo
discoloration.
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The use of photocatalysis methods [37] also showed good
bleaching results in indigo carmine denims. In this case, the
oxidation took place via hydroxyl radicals, and the presence
of bromide and carbonate also affected the efficiency of the
oxidative reaction.

2.5. Dyeing Process: Dyes Reduction. Vat dyes, especially
indigo, play an important role in textile industry. This kind of
dyes can be used in printing [38], but they are mostly applied
in dyeing processes. They are insoluble in water and cannot
dye fibers directly. They must be reduced in alkali medium to
become soluble in water, as it is showed in Figure 3. When the
dyes are absorbed onto the fiber, they return to their original
form by a subsequent reoxidation.

Sulfur dyes also are water-insoluble dyes, containing
sulfur as an integral part of the chromophore group. The
alkaline-reduced form is required for the dyeing process and
subsequently, when they are added to the fiber, they are
oxidized to the insoluble form.

In attempt to increase the ecoefficiency of these dyeing
processes, electrochemical techniques have been investigated
in the reduction of such dyes, which avoids the addition of
reducing agents as sodium dithionite.

Predominantly, they are used for cellulosic fabrics,
mainly cotton, but there are some papers showing their
availability for biodegradable fibers such as poly (lactic acid)
[39], and in synthetic fibers as polyester blends [40] or nylon
6.6 [41–43].

Sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4) is the most used reducing
agent in the industrial dyeing process with this kind of dyes,
but after its reaction, it cannot be recycled. It also produces
large amounts of sodium sulfate and toxic sulfite products.
For this reason, the treatment of dyeing effluents requires
the addition of hydrogen peroxide [44], which also causes
high costs and other additional problems (high-salt load,
depletion of dissolved oxygen, nasal nuisance, toxicity of
sulfide, etc.) [45]. In order to reduce these pollutants, some
tests at laboratory scale pilot have been done to obtain an
alternative less harmful process. There are three investigation
paths based on: (a) more eco-friendly chemical reducing
agents (thiourea dioxide [46], hydroxiketones [47, 48],
sodium borohydride [49], etc.); (b) on physical methods [50]
like ultrasound, magnetic fields or UV, but they only could
be useful as accelerators of classic oxidation or reduction
methods; (c) the most attractive new procedures to reduce
vat and sulfur dyes are electrochemical reduction methods,

because the addition of reducing agents is not required. This
last method also avoids the generation of toxic products
due to the reaction between the added reagents and the dye
molecules. For all these reasons, electrochemical reduction
processes are considered more suitable: no reagents addition
is required, no byproducts are formed and no tertiary
treatments are necessary to treat the final effluents. The
energy is the only requirement of electrochemical methods.

The electrochemical reduction of textile dyes can be
divided into direct and indirect reduction. Schrott [51]
indicated that sulfur dyes can be reduced directly, but in the
case of vat dyes and indigo, the reaction probably occurs by
indirect reduction because of their low solubility in water
(consequently they have low contact to the surface of the
cathode).

The electrochemical reduction processes studied are:

(i) Indirect reduction, where sometimes iron complexes
act as mediators [52, 53].

(ii) Direct reduction via radical, for sulfur dyes (using a
multicathode cell made of stainless steel electrodes)
[54] or indigo dye (using a nickel cathode electrode)
[55]. Both of them have effectiveness between 70–
90%. A radical anion, formed by a comproportion-
ation reaction between the insoluble dye and the
leucoform is the responsible of the electrochemical
reduction [56].

(iii) Direct reduction on graphite electrodes [57], which
are extensively used because of their high surface area
[56].

(iv) Electrolytic hydrogenation, which is based on the
hydrogen formation, produced in situ by water
electrolysis. The hydrogen reacts with dyes adsorbed
at the electrode surface. Different electrodes and
catalysts have been studied [58].

According to Roessler and Jin [56], the direct electro-
chemical reduction of vat dyes by graphite granules is the
most attractive method because of its stability, cost, and
availability. Roessler and Crettenand [45] studied the kinetic
rates of some vat dyes and they noted that graphite electrodes
were suitable for all them. Also, they concluded that the
reduction rate decreased with the increase of dyes lipophility
because of aggregates formation.

To improve these methods in order to be applied at
industrial scale, some investigations have been carried out,
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that is, several reviews [59, 60] are available on function-
alizing the surface of carbon electrodes to obtain higher
reduction rates with the same color intensity and washing
fastness than traditional methods [61]. Furthermore the
possibility of reusing these electrodes is a subject of the study.

The reuse of the reducing agent (by regeneration in a
cathodic reduction) and also the dyeing bath in the indirect
reduction electrochemical method, using a mediator, has
been studied [53] but the final color was poorer than the one
obtained by the traditional method with sodium dithionite.

Taking into account all these studies, we can conclude
that the use of electrochemical techniques constitute a
promising field for the different steps of textile process, but
their application to the dyeing of vat and sulfur dyes is
specially interesting to avoid the use of reducing reagents.

3. Wastewater Color Removal

3.1. Textile Wastewater Concern. The textile industry pro-
duces large volumes of wastewater in its dyeing and finishing
processes. These effluents have as common characteristic
their high coloration. Colorants, the additive substances
that cause a variation in color, can be divided in dyes
or pigments. Pigments in general are insoluble substances
which have not the chemical affinity to the substrate to be
colored; otherwise, dyes are generally soluble (or partially
soluble) organic compounds, which interact with the fiber
or leather imparting color [62]. Figure 4 summarizes the
different textile dyes according to their dyeing behavior.

Most of electrochemical discoloration studies are focused
on reactive dyes. They represent about 20–30% of the total
market [63], because of their solidity and brilliant color.
Their structure consists on a reactive group (which reacts
with the fiber), and a chromophore group (which gives the
color). The most used chromophore group is the “azo” (R–
N=N–R′), followed by the anthraquinone group [64]. Azo
group constitute, more than half of worldwide production
[65], approximately 65% [66–68]. Moreover, this kind of
dyes produces toxic aromatic products in their degradation.

The dyeing reaction, when a triazine is the reactive group,
occurs by a nucleophilic displacement of the chlorine atom
from the reactive group to the hydroxyl group from the
cellulose in alkaline medium, as it is shown below [69].

Reaction 2:

dye-Cl + HO-cellulose −→ dye-O-cellulose + HCl (1)

The competitive reaction between dye and water pro-
duces dyes hydrolysis (reaction 3). The hydrolyzed dyes
cannot react with the fiber, being the element responsible for
the colored effluents.

Reaction 3:

dye-Cl + H2O −→ dye-OH + HCl (2)

The high consumption of reactive dyes, mainly in the
cotton industry, increases this environmental and aesthetic
problem, due to their low degree of exhaustion, and their
presence both in dyeing and soaping effluents.

Other chemical products present in the dyeing process
(such as Na2CO3 used to set the pH in the dyeing bath
which has an important role in dyes fixation to the fiber and
color fastness; or NaCl added to transfer the dyestuff to the
fabric) can influence the electrochemistry process as they can
scavenge •OH and hνb

+) [70].
Several methods are used for the removal of organic

dyes from wastewaters. Most of dyes are only partially
removed under aerobic conditions in conventional biological
treatments. As biological treatment is insufficient to remove
color and to accomplish with current regulations, the appli-
cation of specific treatments is required. The effluent color
regulations are very variable depending on the Country. In
UK, the color value is calculated from some absorbance
measurements. State and USA federal agencies have been
requiring low effluent color limits (<200 units of the
American Dye Manufacturers Institute, ADMI). While the
implementation of the Cluster Rules did not place regulatory
limits on color, the U.S. EPA left the option open for
regulatory authorities to establish limits on color based on
the individual circumstances of each holder and watershed.
In Spain, the colored effluents are allowed to be discharged
if no color is observed after a 1/20 dilution (Real Decreto
849/1986), although each regional authority can restrict this
value.

The different techniques to achieve effective color
removal, according to Martı́nez-Huitle and Brillas [71], are
schematically indicated in Figure 5.

Some electrochemical color removal methods have been
applied to industrial effluents. The current physico-chemical
methods, based on the separation of dyes from the effluents,
produce a residue which requires an additional treatment
to be destroyed. Also, the absorbent materials (such as
active carbon, silica gel, or alumina) require their regener-
ation after several treatments [72], and the filtration and
membranes methods need cleaning treatments. Chemical
oxidation methods are rather expensive and involve some
operational difficulties [73, 74]. Biological treatments are a
simple method but supply inefficient results in discoloration
because dyes have aromatic rings in their large molecules that
provide them chemical stability and resistance to the micro-
biological attack [75]. Enzymatic decomposition requires
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further investigation in order to know which enzymatic
process takes place [76]; moreover, temperature and pressure
have to be controlled to avoid enzymes denaturalization.

For these reasons, the electrochemical methods are
nowadays the subject of a wide range of investigations at
laboratory and pilot-plant scale. The advantage of these
electrochemical techniques is that electron is a clean reagent.
They also have good versatility and high-energy efficiency.
They are easy for automation and safety because it is possible
to operate at smooth conditions [77]. Figure 6 represents
the main types of electrochemical methods applied to
wastewater treatment, briefly described below.

3.2. Electrocoagulation Methods. Electrocoagulation systems
provide electrochemical aggregation of heavy metals, organic
and inorganic pollutants, to produce a coagulated residue to
be separated or removed from water.

This technique is an indirect electrochemical method
which produces coagulant agents (Fe3+ or Al3+) from the
electrode material (Fe or Al) in hydroxide medium. These
species, that is, Fe(OH)3, can remove dissolved dyes by
precipitation or by flotation [78, 79]. These complexed
compounds are attached to the bubbles of H2(gas) evolved
at the cathode and transported to the top of solution. The
inconvenient of the electrocoagualtion in comparison to the
other electrochemical methods is that it produces secondary

residues (the complex formed with pollutant and hydroxide)
which implies the use of tertiary treatments.

3.3. Electrochemical Reduction Methods. The electrochem-
ical reduction method has been discussed in a restricted
number of papers because its yield in pollutants degradation
is poor in comparison to direct and indirect electro-
oxidation methods [71]. Bechtold et al. [80], consider that
this method is particularly suitable for the treatment of
highly colored wastewaters such as the residual pad-batch
dyeing bath with reactive dyes. The dye reduction takes place
producing hydrazine (in the partial reduction) and its total
reduction generates amino compounds (scheme in Figure 7).
They remark the importance of a divided cell in the case of
dye baths containing chlorides; this division is important to
avoid the formation of chlorine and chlorinated products.

In the same way, Vanerkova et al. [81] proposed a
reduction mechanism for the azo dyes degradation with
platinated titanium electrodes (Pt/Ti) in the presence of
NaCl. In this study, the action of hypochlorite generated
by oxidation of chloride is also discussed Zanoni et al.
[69] studied the hydrolysis under reduction process of two
anthraquinone reactive dyes. They demonstrate that the
acidic medium provides the best conditions, and that the
presence of borate in the solution modifies the reduction
process.
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3.4. Electrochemical Oxidation Methods. The electrochem-
ical oxidation is a process based on pollutants removal
by direct anodic oxidation (which generally produces poor
decontamination) or by chemical reaction with electrogener-
ated species (hydroxyl radical M[OH•] or metal oxide [MO],
as it is showed in the follow reaction) [71]. The reactive dyes
degradation can be partial or total, according to the following
mechanism:

Reaction:

H2O + M −→ M[OH•] + H+ + e−

R + M[OH•] −→ M + RO + H+ + e−
(3)

Many studies have shown that the total mineralization
is possible with high efficiencies depending on the anode
material (SnO2 [82, 83], PbO2 [84–86], BDD [87–92],
Ti/SnO2/SbOx/RuO2, and Ti/TiO2 [63]). However, the dye
solution is not decolorized effectively using both glassy
and reticulated vitreous carbon electrodes [63]. The boron-
doped diamond (BDD) thin-film electrodes have physical
characteristics as an inert surface with low-adsorption
properties, good corrosion stability, and a wide potential
window in aqueous medium [93]. In spite of its high cost,
the BDD electrode has much greater O2-thovervoltage than
de conventional anodes (Pt, PbO2, etc.). Consequently, that
produce generates more amount of [OH•] which implies a
faster oxidation of the pollutants [94].

In the same way, Martı́nez-Huitle and Brillas [71]
compared different kinds of electrodes in two types of
wastewaters (chloride-free dye wastewaters and effluents
which contain chloride). They supported that most of
the anodes tested could destroy the chromophore group
(–N=N–) producing its discoloration efficiently, and when
chloride was present, the destruction of dyes was accelerated
by active chlorine species produced.

3.5. Indirect Oxidation Methods. The indirect electro-
oxidation occurs when strong oxidants are generated in situ
during the electrolysis and react with the organic pollutants
such as dyestuffs, producing its total or partial degradation.

Mainly two methods one used:

(i) The first one is the electro-oxidation with active chlo-
rine [95, 96] which is the major oxidizing agent. In
this case, free-chlorine gaseous and/or the generated
chlorine-oxygen species such as hypochlorous acid
(HClO) or hypochlorite ions (ClO−) depending on
the pH, oxidize the organic matter present in the
effluents, according to the following reactions:

Reactions:

2Cl− −→ Cl2(aq) + 2e−

Cl2(aq) + H2O −→ ClO− + Cl− + H+

Dye + ClO− −→ dye intermediates −→ CO2 + H2O + Cl−

(4)

(ii) The second one is the electro-Fenton process [97],
where organics degradation occurs by hydroxyl rad-
icals (OH•) formed from Fenton’s reaction between
catalytic Fe2+ and H2O2, this hydrogen peroxide is
also electrogenerated from O2 reduction.

Reactions:

O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e− −→ H2O2 (5)

O2(g) + Fe2+ −→ Fe3+ + OH• + OH− (6)

Thus, Fe2+ is continuously regenerated from the reduc-
tion of Fe3+:

Fe3+ + e− −→ Fe2+ (7)

This technique has an important inconvenience: a strong
acidic medium is required. As the reactive dyeing process
is carried out in basic medium (generally pH > 10),
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a high amount of acid has to be added before the treatment.
Subsequently, the treated effluent must be neutralized to be
discharged. Consequently, the whole process produces a high
increase of the wastewater salinity.

As some industrial wastewaters contain large amounts of
chloride, the first approach is more suitable to treat this kind
of effluents, because the addition of any chemical product
is not required whereas in second case, Fenton reagent is
needed. In contrast, the combination of electrochemistry
and chloride can produce haloforms such as chloroform,
although it is not an inconvenient if the treated water is
degraded lately in a biological plant to accomplish its miner-
alization. In fact, it has been verified that the concentration
of haloforms is very low and they do not show any toxic effect
on the plant microorganisms [98]. Otherwise it is possible to
remove the haloform generated by placing a UV lamp in the
electrochemical cell where the reaction takes place [99], or
by adding H2O2 into the wastewater before the reaction had
started. The first approach was studied by López-Grimau and
Gutiérrez [100] and it was found to improve the kinetic rates
of electrochemical degradation of some reactive azo dyes
with Ti/PtOx electrodes. The electrochemistry method using
chlorine has been noted to be effective in other kind of dyes,
such as acid dyes [101] or disperse dyes [102], and combined
with photoelectrochemistry has also obtained good results
for phtalocyanine dyes degradation [103], but in this case,
the metal ions liberated (as copper) have to be removed.

3.6. Photo-Assisted Methods. The photoassisted electro-
chemical methods are based on the exposure of the effluent
to a UV light source during the electrochemical treatment.
In these procedures, the intensity and the wavelength of the
incident light plays an important role on the mineralization
rate.

The most studied photoassisted method is the photoFen-
ton [105], which consists in the simultaneous use of UV
light and H2O2 (electrogenerated in situ with the presence
of Fe2+); followed by the heterogeneous TiO2 photocatalysis
method [106]. Although several photocatalysts (TiO2, WO3,
SnO2, ZnO, CdS. . . ) act via hydroxyl radical and generate
powerful oxidants, the TiO2 under UV radiation has been
the preferred catalyst, due to its low cost, nontoxicity, water
insolubility and wide band gap, which consequently implies
a good stability and prevents photocorrosion [62, 70, 107–
112]).

Moreover, Carneiro et al. [70] noted that the use of
photocatalysis with Ti/TiO2 electrodes achieves efficiently
discoloration with both electrolytes, NaCl and Na2SO4. Their
efficiency depend on the pH.

Xie and Li [113] reported the coupling of electro-
Fenton with electrocatalysis for the removal of an azo dye.
With respect to other electro-oxidation and photoassisted
methods, their results showed a better removal of the dye
in the coupled system. The major disadvantage of these
methods was the excessive energy cost of the artificial UV
light used. However, this problem is easy to solve by using
sunlight [114, 115] as inexpensive energy source although it
had less catalytic power.

Additionally, the combination between the indirect
oxidation methods with the UV irradiation has been the
subject of recent investigations. According to Sala [116], the
energy consumption is around 5.7 kW·h/m3 to achieve dis-
coloration higher than 90% when the photoelectrochemical
treatment is applied to real industrial effluents by means of
a semi-industrial pilot. The discoloration process follows a
pseudo-first-order kinetic in the case of monochromies and
a second order kinetics in the case of trichromie, evaluated
at the maximum absorbance wavelength of the trichromie,
which corresponds mainly to the contribution of two dyes
(due to the low absorbance of the third dye at the selected
wavelength).

By another hand, the actual policies concerning water
and energy consumption conduce to recycling and reuse
treatments. In this sense, recent studies [104] demonstrate
the possibility of reusing these discolored effluents for
new dyeing processes. The reuse of 70% of discolored
dyebaths, after electrochemical treatment assisted by UV
irradiation, provides in most of cases, low color differences
(DECMC(2 : 1) ≤ 1) with respect to the original dyeing with
decalcified tap water. This value increases from the first step
until the 4th or 5th cycle of electrochemical treatment and
reuse, where DECMC(2 : 1) become constant. In some cases,
when the bath is reused, an extra amount of dye must be
added to obtain the required color.

Numerous studies can be found about the electrochemi-
cal discoloration of textile wastewater, but some authors have
advanced a further step: in the case of indirect oxidation with
active chlorine, the conditions for the effluents reutilization
have also been optimized [99, 100, 104]. In this sense,
Gutierrez-Bouzan et al. in a recent patent (ES201131159)
claimed a process “UVEC Cell” for the discoloration and
reuse of reactive dyes effluents in a new dyeing process.
Both prototype and procedure are patented, based on an
electrochemical cell combined with UV source for the
treatment and reuse of textile effluents saving more than 60%
water and electrolyte.

4. Conclusions

The electrochemical techniques have been proved to be
efficient in different oxidation or reduction steps of the textile
processes such as: bleaching denim fabrics or reduction of
sulfur and vat dyes, where their applications are available
in both natural and synthetic fibers. They constitute a less
harmful alternative than the traditional processes. They also
have been studied in new textile fields, such as in the
production of conductive polymers used as fibers which
are applied in smart textiles to produce fabrics with new
functions.

In addition, the electrochemical treatments have been
extensively applied to the decontamination of wastewaters
from the textile processes. They have been mainly used in the
removal of residual reactive dyes, but also in the discoloration
of acid and disperse dyes effluents. Taking into account the
considerable amount of salt contained in the reactive dyes
residual dyebath, the best method for the treatment of these
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effluents is the indirect oxidation with chlorine, because of
the following:

(i) The degradation takes place in the same bath.

(ii) The addition of chemical reagents is not required (the
residual salts act as electrolyte).

(iii) The modification of the pH is not necessary.

(iv) No solid waste is generated.

(v) The reuse of the treated effluent for new dyeing is
possible, which implies a saving of 70% water and
60% salt.

The combination with UV and solar irradiation
improved the discoloration kinetic rates in different elec-
trochemical techniques, and in some cases, the UV light
exposure also removes the undesirable compounds (such
as chloroform) or avoids their generation according to the
patent ES201131159 (“UVEC Cell”).

The possibility of reusing dyeing effluents treated by
electrochemical methods is particularly interesting and it
implies an important saving of water and salt. This kind of
studies are especially important in Mediterranean countries,
where the river flow rates are low and their salinity is
nowadays an increasing environmental problem.

The bases of electrochemistry are simple but, as showed
in this review, it is possible to find the application of these
techniques in a wide range of textile processes.
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